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NEWS
LADESHA WHITE

New boosters available for COVID-19

thedmnews@gmail.com

The newly U.S. Food and
Drug Administration approved
COVID-19 boosters that target
the more infectious subvariant
Omicron are now available at the
University Health Services center.
The new boosters are from
Moderna and Pfizer-BioNTech.
People who are 18 and older are
eligible for the Moderna booster
while those who are 12 and older
are eligible for the Pfizer-BioNTech boosters. An individual has
to wait at least two months after
receiving the initial Covid-19 vaccination before getting a booster.
In Lafayette County, 56%
of residents are fully vaccinated while only 24% are currently vaccinated and boosted.
Students and employees at
Ole Miss are considering their options for taking the new boosters.
According to Sandra Bentley, a pharmacist at the University Health Services, the center
received the boosters this week.
“We just received it this week.
We have given a lot,” Bentley said.
“We try to give shots from 1-3 p.m.
on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. We are encouraging it.”

Iyonia Bankston, a social work
major, decided to take the vaccine.
“Yes (I got the booster)
because it matters, and everyone talks about why we
should take it,” Bankston said.
Other students on campus, however, aren’t planning on taking the booster.
“I’m actually not considering
taking the new vaccine booster,”
Caitlin Parker, a computer science major, said. “The only reason I considered taking the other
one is because it seemed mandatory, but I don’t really like how
those vaccines make me feel.”
Parker said that vaccination side effects included soreness and bruising.
Some on campus have
more
serious
reservations
about
being
immunized.
“I don’t think people should be
so quick to take them because with
it coming out so quickly, you don’t
know what’s in them,” Uniqueka
Gregory, an Aramark employee
who works at Crosby Hall Provisions on Demand, said. “I just
think the government needs guinea pigs to test these products on.”
Though health experts have
raised concerns about the shot’s
long-term effectiveness as the

COVID-19 virus continues to mutate, there has been no empirical
evidence to suggest that the vaccine is unsafe or largely ineffective.
To appease these concerns,
experts said that the data used
by the FDA to authorize the shot
included human studies of earlier experimental bivalent shots,
including one that generated virus-fighting antibodies against
the first omicron subvariant.
According to Rochelle Walensky, director of the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention,
“the updated COVID-19 boosters add Omicron BA.4 and BA.5
spike protein components to
the current vaccine to advance
protection for individuals. The
current add-ons help restore
protection that has waned since
previous vaccinations by targeting
the variants that are more transmissible and immune-evading.”
Nearly 358 people within the
United Stated die daily from the
virus while an average of 67,000
people are diagnosed daily.
The
COVID-19
vaccination studies have shown evidence that individuals who
have been vaccinated have
less severe complications from
COVID-19 and its sub variants.

thedmnews@gmail.com

The Alcohol and Beverage
Control Division of the Mississippi State Department of Revenue has increased the number
of enforcement agents working
in Oxford on football game days.
“On Aug. 25, 2022, approximately 17 agents from across the
state assisted with an enforcement detail in Oxford,” ABC
Bureau of Enforcement stated.
According to the bureau,
agents are frequently dispatched in large numbers
across the state for special
events in college towns as well
as for Mardi Gras Parades,
concert venues, St. Patrick’s
Day Parades and the Neshoba County Fair to name a few.
Recently, many agents have
been in Oxford investigating local bars on the Square.
An employee who works at a
bar on the Square, who requested to stay anonymous for fear
of workplace retaliation, shared
their observations with The DM.
“One night on the job, I
witnessed 10 ABC officers enter the bar, cops with rubber
bullets on their chests. They
went around checking people’s IDs if they looked young
and had a drink in their hand.
It’s beginning to be like every other night, especially on
game days, officers come in and
check people’s ID’s,” they said.
ABC increases enforce-

ment measures in college
towns corresponding to busy
times at the universities and
the bars that surround them.
“ABC implements a statewide initiative with a focus on
all colleges and major universities that typically coincides with
the beginning of the new school
year. Then enforcement activities are performed at random
intervals, where complaints are
received or at the request of local
law enforcement,” ABC Bureau
of Enforcement said. “The level
of enforcement in Oxford is consistent with what ABC Enforcement has historically done in
the past in all of the college and
university towns, statewide.”
According to the National
Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism, the first six weeks
of freshman year are the most
likely times for college students
to engage in underage drinking due to social pressures. As
the first six weeks of the school
year coincide with football season, many students are likely to
engage in underage drinking.
“Most underage persons
that are compliant with the
agent’s requests are cited and
released, as long as their apparent level of intoxication
does not pose a danger to
themselves or the public,” ABC
Bureau of Enforcement said.
ABC agents conduct walkthroughs to look for visual evidence of underage drinking
and to also conduct undercover operations with under-
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The V.B. Harrison Student Health Center houses University Health
Services and is located along Rebel Drive.
The FDA granted emergency use of the boosters to slow the
high number of cases daily within
the United States, with the Omicron variants being more conta-

gious than the previous variant.
The new COVID-19 boosters
are also available in Oxford at
Chaney’s Pharmacy, Walgreens,
G&M pharmacies and CVS.

Alcohol and Beverage Control patrols
Oxford bars, hires new agents
HAL FOX
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A crowd forms outside of many of the bars on the Square on the Friday night before the first day of classes at
Ole Miss in 2018.
age informants that attempt
to purchase regulated substances from shop owners.
In addition to increasing
policing in college towns like
Oxford during the start of the
school year, ABC Bureau of
Enforcement has new responsibilities outlined in the Mississippi Medical Cannabis Act,
passed by the legislature earlier this year to legalize medical marijuana in Mississippi.
To meet those responsibilities,
12
addition-

al officers have been hired.
“On July 1, 2022, ABC Enforcement was tasked with
regulation of the MS Medical
Cannabis Dispensaries where
legislature granted the funding to add 12 sworn law enforcement officers, bringing
the total to 36 ABC Enforcement Agents statewide,” ABC
Bureau of Enforcement said.
ABC organizes the state of
Mississippi into districts to
plan where to disperse agents
and has not commented on

whether or not districting will
change due to the “opt-out”
clause in the Mississippi Medical Cannabis Act, which allows
certain counties to prevent cannabis businesses from setting
up shop within their borders.
“ABC Bureau of Enforcement currently has six districts across the state. Population density is taken into
account
when
dispersing
agents across the state,” ABC
Bureau of Enforcement said.
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Operation Immunization provides
accessible flu shots to students

MCKENZIE COX

thedmnews@gmail.com

As fall approaches, so does
a less appealing time of year:
flu season. It’s time to start
thinking about the flu, and the
University of Mississippi’s Operation Immunization program
is making it easier for students
to get their annual flu shots.
According to the School of
Pharmacy’s website, “Operation Immunization is an immunization awareness campaign designed to increase the
public’s knowledge while increasing the number of adults
receiving
immunizations.”
Pharmacy students have been
administering the shots since
Sept. 14 at a variety of locations
including the Student Union,

Grove Stage, Galtney-Lott Plaza and the Pavillion, depending on the day of your visit.
The National Foundation for
Infectious Diseases states that
college students are at an elevated risk for contracting viral
diseases such as the flu because
of their heightened exposure
to high-touch surfaces, common spaces and social activities. Despite the fact that 70%
of students believe that getting
an annual flu vaccination is important, typically less than half
actually receive these shots.
When asked about the
importance of receiving an
annual flu shot, staff at the
pharmacy located inside Student Health Services were
in
resounding
agreement.
“Get your flu shot, and get
it now,” said Sandra Bentley,
the operational director for

the Student Health Pharmacy.
She stressed that it is not too
early to be thinking about and
taking steps to protect yourself
from the flu. Bentley asks all
students on campus to “take action,” and “be vigilant,” when it
comes to protecting your health
and the health of the community.
The shot costs $40 and is covered by most insurance plans. It
can also be billed to a student’s
bursar account. Be prepared to
provide your student ID and
your prescription insurance
card, should you have insurance.
For a full list of vaccination
dates and times, visit https://
pharmacy.olemiss.edu/operation-immunization/. In addition
to Operation Immunization,
FILE PHOTO: WILSON BENTON / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN
Pharmacy Health Services offers
flu shots during its regular busi- Pharmacy students administer flu shots to students in the Circle in
ness hours inside the V.B. Har- 2017.
rison Health Center on campus.

Thomas Hayes Mayo Lab helps create happiness team
ALYSSA CONRAD

thedmnews@gmail.com

The William Magee Institute
for Student Wellbeing at UM established the happiness team
with the goal of using storytelling
to help cultivate joy in students’
lives and promote good mental
health. On Sept. 16, it was announced that the team will be
a key part of the work done in
the Thomas Hayes Mayo Lab.
The lab honors late University of Mississippi student
Thomas Hayes Mayo, who died
of fentanyl poisoning in April.
The lab aims to improve mental
health and decrease substance
abuse in students of all ages.
Mayo was a member of the
Sigma Chi fraternity, and a special emphasis is being placed
on increasing drug abuse
awareness among members
of the UM greek community.
The happiness team was
founded by David Magee, director of operations for the William
Magee Institute; Shirley Gray,
instructor of writing and rhetoric at UM; and Meagan Rosental, interim executive director

of the William Magee Institute,
with a goal of improving mental
health in the Oxford community. The team draws from their
own experience with stress, anxiety and loneliness in hopes of
helping other people who are
going through the same thing.
Throughout
the
project,
the team at the William Magee Institute hopes to increase
research evidence supporting
the importance of joy and happiness and narrative storytelling in health behavior change.
Rosenthal
believes
that
through storytelling the initiative will be able to make
a long-lasting impact on the
students
who
participate.
“Storytelling will be used
to create an emotional connection with audience members
and make the skills and tips for
increasing happiness ‘stickier’
and more likely to be taken up
and practiced,” Rosenthal said.
The initiative is set to start
this fall in middle schools and
high schools, due to the increased amount of children who
are developing substance abuse
problems prior to beginning
college, along with students at
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The happiness team, established within the William Magee Institute for Student Wellbeing, aims to cultivate
joy and promote wellbeing in the lives of students.
the University of Mississippi.
Magee plans to air a podcast in 2023 that gives families
and students additional support that is easy to integrate into
their daily routines. The podcast
will be called The Mayo Lab.
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team hope to provide students
with healthy coping mechanisms
and skills that can be used in-
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“If you are considering applying, please apply. And remember, great stories aren’t
all dramatic, but do have three
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any questions, please don’t hesitate to reach out at mmrosent@
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Kyle Gordon wins homecoming king

Kyle Gordon is a communication sciences and disorder major from Oxford.
“I would love to be able to represent Ole Miss and its student body under such
an amazing title. I’ve never stepped outside of my comfort zone and done something to this magnitude, so this would be a fun opportunity to experience something new my last year here at Ole Miss!”

Runoff elections begin

PHOTO COURTESY: KYLE GORDON

Kelly Li is a public policy leadership and integrated marketing communications double major
from Hattiesburg, Miss. “I am running for Miss Ole
Miss to remind others that through times of pain,
struggle and need, we all need to step up and be a
shoulder for others to lean on. If all else fails, it is my
hope that people know that they can Lean on Li.”

Lydia Robbins is a biomedical engineering major from Oxford. “Whilst considering a
campaign for Miss Ole Miss, the philanthropic
aspect of this process, specifically the William
Magee Institute for Students, kept coming back
to the forefront of my mind. To be given the
opportunity to raise awareness for a cause so
near to my heart was one I could not pass up.”

Robert Allen is a hospitality management major from Orlando, Flo. “I am running for Mr. Ole Miss to R.E.A.C.H (R)
esilient leaders to (E)mpower one another and (A)chieve success with the help of
the (C)ommunity and our (H)ard work.

Harrison Foxworth is a public policy leadership major from Columbia, Miss. “I am running for Mr. Ole Miss because of what Ole Miss
has done for me. Since I was young, I have
always known I was going to come here. Finally getting to live out that dream has been
nothing short of amazing. My goal with this
campaign is to give back and hopefully raise
awareness and money for my philanthropy.”

Eliza Peters is a journalism and writing and
rhetoric double major from Geneva, Ill. “I’m
running for homecoming queen to give back to
a place that has given so much to me. Choosing to attend Ole Miss was the best decision I
could have ever made. Through my platform,
‘Make a Message Out of Your Mess,’ it is my
hope to show students that although life is messy
sometimes, we can make an impact through
our message we have made from that mess.

Tiana Baldwin is finance major on a pre-med
track from Olive Branch, Miss. “When I first
stepped foot on this campus, I knew it would
be a place for me to thrive. Ole Miss is a home
full of everlasting friendships and experiences
that has allowed me to flourish into the person
I am today. I hope to inspire others to go after
their dreams. Let’s thrive together Ole Miss.”
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As voting continues, disqualified candidate appeals
MARY BOYTE
ISABELLE FROST

thedmnews@gmail.com

Kyle Gordon has been named
homecoming king while elections for Miss Ole Miss, Mr.
Ole Miss and homecoming
queen go into runoffs. Runoff elections will be held today.
Campaigning for the elections
began on Sept. 12 and closed on
Sept. 20. With a record number of 81 candidates, the competition for each spot was tight.
Results were delayed Tuesday night due to an appeals
hearing over a violation by one
of the candidates. Jenna Cripe
was disqualified from running
for Miss Ole Miss following a 4-1
vote by the ASB Judicial Council.
Although the Daily Mississippian was able to get in contact
with Cripe, she didn’t comment
before the time of publication.
In a statement released by
ASB Attorney General Maddy
Ryan, the council stated Cripe’s
campaign budget had exceeded
the allotted limit of $750. The
budget went over due to a penalty fine of $100. The fine was
placed on Cripe’s campaign due
to allegations that one of her campaign signs exceeded the regulation size limit of 72 x 30 inches.
Cripe claimed that she did not
get a fair trial, and she is currently
looking into taking further action.
“I am currently considering
what, if any, further actions I may
take given the numerous conflicts
of interest that prevented myself
and my campaign from receiving
hearings before the Election Review Board and the appeals before
the judicial council,” Cripe said.
Cripe clarified that the sign
in question was an interactive
bulletin board set up by Active
Minds. The board contained
buttons labeled with different
emotions which students could
pick out to show their moods.
“The intent was not for the
sign to serve as a campaign sign,
but rather a safe space for students, and the mention of my
name was very small in relation
to the overall sign,” Cripe said. “I
never intended to violate the code
in any way, and the outcome is of
course incredibly disappointing.”
After the appeals process
on Tuesday, the results of the
election were announced via
Instagram live around 2 a.m.
For Miss Ole Miss, there

will be a runoff with the top two
candidates, Lydia Robbins and
Kelly Li. Robbins had 43.39%
of votes and Li had 14.92%.
Robbins said she is excited
about the run-off and is grateful for
the support she has received from
students and the other candidates.
“The love that’s been shown
to me is unmatched, and I feel
incredibly indebted to every person who has shown me support
through this process,” Robbins
said. “I have loved getting to know
the other candidates better and
am confident each and every one
of them would be an amazing
representative of our university.”
Li said she is nervous and excited to see how the runoffs play out.
“I’m definitely really nervous
going into it, but I’m really excited,”
Li said. “I think it’s a really good
candidate pool to choose from.”
Li also noted her unique position as a first-generation student.
“I think being a first generation minority student at the
university does play a factor into
how it feels being in personality elections, especially at a university such as this,” she said.
For Mr. Ole Miss, there
will be a runoff with Harrison Foxworth and Robert Allen. Foxworth had 36.78% of
votes and Allen had 26.71%.
Foxworth
said
running
for Mr. Ole Miss has been
a great experience so far.
“It’s already been a great experience so far going through this
whole thing. And I think that it’s
been really great getting to know
the other candidates and just
getting to know more of the university as well,” Foxworth said.
Allen said he is grateful for
the support he’s received so far.
“I’m excited that I’m here,
and I’m really thankful that
all my supporters were able to
help me get this far,” he said.
Allen also said that he’s hoping
to win the runoffs to continue his
campaign ideals. He ran on the
platform of “REACH’’ which is an
acronym for resilient leaders to
empower one another and achieve
success with the help of the
community and our hard work.
“I just want to elevate the
standards for Ole Miss,” Allen said. “I really just want to
bring the community together.”
Senior Kyle Gordon has been
announced as homecoming king.
Gordon won 75.74% of votes.
“The only word that comes

HG BIGGS / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN

Candidates for fall homecoming and personality elections and their supporters await news outside the
Lyceum on Sept. 20.
to mind would be thankful. This
school has already given me so
many warm memories and unforgettable opportunities that I
will carry with me for a lifetime.
I’m just glad I can add this to
that list as well,” Gordon said.
Gordon
also
thanked
his
supporters.
“And to the people that supported me, thank you, thank you,
thank you. Y’all are what makes
Ole Miss so special to me, and
I’m so happy y’all allowed me the
opportunity to hold such an amazing title as your Ole Miss 20222023 homecoming king,” he said.
The competition for homecoming queen also continues.
Senior Eliza Peters will be
competing in the runoff election.
Peters earned 20.90% of votes.
“It feels surreal to be in
the runoff for homecoming
queen,” Peters said.“There were
so many phenomenal women
running for the position, so I had
no worries about the position being represented well, no matter
who won. I cannot wait to spend
the next two days campaigning
and meeting even more people.”
Expressing immense gratitude, Peters thanked those
who have rallied around her.
“I do not think I will ever be
able to accurately thank the people who have supported me. They
have rallied around me and been
there for me since the second I
announced I was a candidate.
I tell them all the time, I am so
thankful for everything, and I can-

HG BIGGS / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN

ASB Attorney General Maddy Ryan announces the postponement of
homecoming election announcements pending the results of the
appeal hearing on Sept. 20.
not wait to continue,” she said.
Senior Tiana Baldwin is also
competing for homecoming queen
after earning 20.87% of votes.
“I am beyond excited and
honored to be in the runoff for
homecoming queen,” Baldwin
said. “I would be incredibly grateful to represent this university
as an African American woman.
Baldwin also said she was
grateful for the support she’s
received during her campaign.
“I will cherish this experience
forever, and I am so thankful for
the love and support I have received along the way,” she said.

The freshman maid winner is
Julia Stradinger. The sophomore
maid winner is Lydia Snopek.
The junior maid winner is
Hayden Hubbell. The senior
maid winner is Sadie Smith.
The campus favorites are Abby
Church, Mary Kathryn Breard,
Greer Calvert, Catherine Romaine,
Caki Field, Caroline Newsome,
Hannah Jenkins, Anna Case, Rainey Zaugg and Hermine Granberry.
The runoff elections will
take place today with voting opening on myolemiss at
7 a.m. and closing at 7 p.m.

37111
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Arts&Culture
The emergence of a new era: Dawn of the Arts

CAROLINE MCCUTCHEN

thedmfeatures@gmail.com

Dawn of the Arts, the celebratory concert at the Gertrude C.
Ford Center for the Performing
Arts, will introduce the Institute
for the Arts, an organization that
aims to recognize the creative
talent in the UM Department
of Art and Art History, the Department of Music and the Department of Theatre and Film.
World-renowned concert pianist Bruce Levingston, who has
performed at prestigious venues
including Carnegie Hall, the Kennedy Center, Lincoln Center, the
Boston Opera House and the Royal Opera House at Covent Garden in London, will be featured
as the main event of the night.
Among his other accolades,
Levingston is one of the most
frequently streamed classical recording artists. His songs have
resounded around the world
more than 11 million times on
various streaming platforms,
and his album “Heavy Sleep”
was named among one of the
“Best Classical Recordings of the
Year” by The New York Times.
According to an article published on the All About The
Arts site, “Bruce Levingston’s

KHARLEY REDMON

thedmfeatures@gmail.com

With influences that range
from The Beatles to The Allman
Brothers Band to reggae music and
jazz, the highly anticipated band
The Stews will return to Oxford
tonight to play at Proud Larry’s.
The Stews consists of Preston Hall (lead vocals and guitar),
Blake Dobbs (rhythm guitar),
Bennet Baugus (bass guitar)
and Wyatt Griffith (drums and
backing vocals) and currently has more than 50 thousand
monthly listeners on Spotify.
Unlike many of the other indie rock bands to roll through
Oxford, The Stews actually has a
close-to-home SEC connection.
“Everything kind of started
in high school,” Griffith said. “It
was me, Blake and Bennet, and
we were all in a band in Atlanta at Holy Innocents’ Episcopal
School. I went to Auburn University, and that’s where I met
our lead singer, Preston. Basically he seemed like the perfect
missing piece from what we had
already going on in high school.”
After a trip to Atlanta in
the winter of 2019, the members came together for a jam,
which actually resulted in the
song “Slip Away,” which is
on their first, self-titled EP.
In the beginning, The Stews
stayed close to home, hitting
the college town circuit playing
frat parties and backyard jams.
“When we started up, it was
mainly just a lot of parties around
Tuscaloosa,” Griffith said. “We
were playing in Auburn every
other week at throw downs.”
The Stews still play frat par-

magisterial playing of this music reaffirms his position as one
of America’s great pianists.”
Levingston currently serves
as both the Chancellor’s Artist in
Residence and Fant Chair in the
Sally McDonnell Honors College.
A native of the Mississippi Delta,
Levingston has continually promoted civil rights and education
through his professional career.
In addition to Levingston’s
solo renditions of the works of
Beethoven, Chopin, Handel,
Schubert and Rachmaninoff,
Dawn of the Arts also will incorporate elements of visual art, music,
film, sculpture and exhibit creative
works presented by accomplished
artists such as Brooke Alexander,
Virginia Rougon Chavis, Philip Jackson, Daniel Ney, Durant
Thompson and Brooke White.
“I am so excited that this concert will feature performances
by some of the most outstanding
young artists on our campus including mezzo-soprano Christine Powell-Thomas, marimbist
Chloe King, and actors Katherine Reese Overstreet, Samantha Turner and Parker Viator,”
Levingston said in an interview
with the DM. “We will also show
a film about UM artists and their
departments, including art, film,
music, and theater, created by

Will Jones.” (Jones is the DM’s
assistant arts and culture editor.)
Levingston praised the arts at
the University of Mississippi and
shared his love for the students
and atmosphere within the arts
departments at the university.
“The students I encounter here
are extremely gifted and deeply interested in learning about
the arts,” Levingston said. “Their
generous spirits and care for our
society inspires me everyday.”
Thanks to the artistic vision
and donations of University of
Mississippi alumni Jan and Lawrence Farrington and pledges from
other donors, the institute aims to
broaden students’ horizons and
feature the flourishing arts, music,
film and theater at the university.
Nancy Maria Balach, director
of the institute and department
chair of music, expressed her gratitude to Levingston for “his commitment to the arts and his generosity in performing” at the concert.
Chancellor Glenn Boyce also
shared his excitement for the event
and the future of the arts at UM.
“Having one of the cultural greats of Mississippi and our
nation, who continues to bring
teaching excellence and national
stature to Ole Miss, significantly
enhances the learning opportunities and life-changing experienc-
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Bruce Levingston, critically acclaimed pianist, will perform at the
Gertrude C. Ford Center today. Levinston also serves as both the
Chancellor’s Artist in Residence and Fant Chair in the Sally McDonnell
Honors College.
es we offer our students,” Boyce
said in the event press release.
Levingston and guests will

take the stage September 22
at 7:30 p.m. in the Ford Center for the Performing Arts.

The Stews come to stir up Oxford
ties and backyard throw downs,
but, in light of recent success
and growth in its fanbase, the
band has started more ticketed shows taking the group from
New York to Texas to Colorado.
Despite setbacks like two
break-ins targeting equipment
in Denver and Albuquerque,
N.M., The Stews kept a tone of
positivity and noted that the
band has continually been met
with excitement and success.
“We really show up, and we
don’t even know if it’s a good
market for us and it’s turned out a
lot better than expected,” Griffith
said. “Especially this last summer
tour, where we went to Texas
for the first time and played to
basically sold-out shows in Austin and Dallas with our friends
87 Nights. That was awesome.”
For the show in Oxford, concert-goers can expect a show with
lots of energy filled with powerful rock and softer moments.
“We like being able to go from
a song like ‘Notions,’ a more lowkey kind of sound and vibe, to
something like our song ‘Fireline,’ which is just kind of inyour-face rock and roll,” Griffith
said. “With our EP and with our
album, we’ve delved into different genres with each of those, and
there’s a good plethora of different styles and different sounds.”
When asked to give one
song recommendation for a
first time listener to The Stews,
the members crowded around
the phone during their interview and came to no consensus.
On a personal note, as someone who goes to a lot of concerts
in Oxford, this is probably the
best thing that I could hear from
any artist coming to play here.

Mimicking Griffith, I would probably recommend “Fireline” as well
as their song “Too Much to Lose.”
In the future, The Stews have
aspirations to expand beyond
the eastern half of the country.
“We’re going to Europe, and
next year we’re trying to go to
the West Coast,” Baugus said.
The Stews noted that the
band’s success over the past two
years has been based on pure
dedication and sticking together.
“To have people that are all on
the same page, you know sometimes you get (mad) and want
to do something on your own or
whatever, but at the end of the
day we’re all so content with doing it for the band,” Hall said.
Griffith
shared
a
similar
sentiment.
“The
biggest
contributing factor to our rise to some
more popularity is that we bePHOTO COURTESY: GARRETT CARDOSO
lieved in ourselves and stuck
to a good mentality over ev- Blake Dobbs, Bennett Baugus, Preston Hall and Wyatt Griffith make up
erything, and that’s worked rock music band The Stews.
out in our favor,” Griffith said.
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Taking care of business and
bringing boxing to Oxford

CLAIRE REYNOLDS

thedmfeatures@gmail.com

On Sept. 17, The Lyric
opened its doors to the community and re-introduced this
quaint city to an entirely different form of Saturday night
entertainment: a fight night.
Oxford is well known for its
active arts scene with venues
that bring concerts and plays
alike to the bustling downtown
area. With events like Double Decker and the very active
Yoknapatawpha Arts Council,
there have been a wide variety of singers and performers who have taken the stage.
However, thanks to TCB
Fights, the Square can now bring
boxing back to its repertoire.
Retired
fighters
Codie
Shuffield, owner of Hit Fitness
in Oxford, and Grady “Sue”
Hurley, owner of Ultimate
Fitness MMA in Tupelo, are
the co-owners of TCB Fights.
True to Hurley’s roots, the
fight promotion company took
off and had its first show at
the 2021 Tupelo Elvis Festival and was named after the
king’s tagline “taking care of
business.” Since then, the promotion company has gained
traction, fighters and exposure
within the boxing community.

EMMA GREENE

“One reason why we came
up with TCB Fights is that nobody was putting on fights in
North Mississippi,” Hurley
said. “There was MMA so if
you were an MMA fighter you
had plenty of people putting
on shows, but if you wanted to
box in North Mississippi, you
didn’t have an outlet or a place
to perform, you’d have to travel
out of state. It meant so much
more to me as a fighter when I
was fighting, and I know it does
to them, to be able to compete
in front of your friends, your
family and your hometown.”
One of the biggest takeaways from the fight night was
the sheer energy of the crowd.
Like Hurley mentioned, the
fighters’ support system extended beyond just their corner and into the audience.
“When you’re actually here
and you’re surrounded by the
crowd … it’s like electricity, you
can feel it,” Hurley said. Everyone watching picked an opponent to root for during each of
the six match-ups, and no matter where they were standing,
whether it was in the balcony
or mere inches away from the
stage, the audience was fully
present and engrossed in what
was happening before them.
Aside from offering a
unique and engaging experi-

ence for the spectators of TCB
fights, the company also offers a haven of sorts for upand-coming boxers to practice going against opponents.
“I feel like we’re protecting
the local fighters in a sense,”
Hurley said. “We’re offering a
safe way that the local fighters that want to box know that
they can box locally and that
five or six times a year there
will be a boxing show in North
Mississippi and they know they
won’t get fed to the sharks.”
Boxer and main event Mike
Casey walked away from his
rounds as a victor. Casey, originally from Wisconsin, moved
south to New Albany, Miss., to
gain a sense of peace and surround himself with a warmer
and friendlier community. He
has been training out of Hurley’s gym, UFM, for a year.
“I got into boxing honestly
just to change myself,” Casey
said. “When I was younger I was
insecure and wasn’t confident in
myself, and I got into this to build
my confidence up and be more
disciplined and just see where
I’m at as a person and challenge
myself. I used to care a lot about
what people thought of me, and
once I got to this I knew I could
potentially do something great
with it, and I feel that I’ve become a much stronger person.”

CLAIRE REYNOLDS / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN

People line up outside The Lyric for Oxford’s first Fight Night by TCB
Fights on Sept. 17.
Without
the
support
from the community, the
events that TCB Fights puts
on would not be possible.
“We get a lot of love from Tupelo and Oxford, from the other
small businesses and sponsors
who help and support us, and
we could not do this without
the support of the sponsors,”
Hurley said. “With just ticket
sales, you can’t make something
like this work, you have to have
the help of the community.”
After being in the ring for

a little over a year, TCB has already had the opportunity to
expose many novice boxers and
audiences to the world of boxing.
“I always tell people just
come and watch an event one
time, and when they come and
watch it, they’re like ‘Wow, that
was a fun time. It was something different,’ and they don’t
regret doing it,” Hurley said.
For more information and a
look at future events, you can
visit the TCB Fights website.

MASH Magazine offers a new perspective
at Ole Miss

thedmfeatures@gmail.com

Where aesthetics and econ-

omy intersect lies MASH Magazine, the newest addition to the
University of Mississippi’s collection of student-run publications.
“Whether it’s through the
37154
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lens of ethics, the environment,
trends, market trends, MASH
focuses on bringing business
and fashion together,” editor-in-chief Taya Breda said.
MASH x Ole Miss combines
business and fashion reporting to create a “mish-MASH” of
thought-provoking, yet easily
consumable content that both
inspires and educates its readers.
MASH Magazine was brought
to Ole Miss by Breda in the summer 2021. Initially founded at the
University of Michigan by Willa
Sobel, who, alongside Breda, is
an alumna of the Kent Denver
School in Denver. The magazine
is also being published at New
York University and the University of Southern California.
“I didn’t know what to join
when I first came to Ole Miss,”
Breda said. “I reached out to the
founder of MASH at the University of Southern California to
ask what it was and by the end
of the conversation, we were
bringing MASH to Ole Miss.”
In bringing the MASH
brand to the University of Mississippi, Breda said that the
decision was not taken lightly.
“I knew MASH had the potential to thrive here,” Breda said,
despite the Ole Miss community
and culture greatly differing from
that of NYU, USC and Michigan.
In each of its four locations,
MASH mirrors its social climate, striving to create content that is relevant and unique
to the respective community.

The magazine’s first Ole Miss
edition, “Homegrown,” focuses
on the editorial team’s hometown styles, as well as the fashions of Oxford and the university.
“There are people from so
many different places on our
staff,” Sarah Ledbetter, vice
president of strategy and marketing, said. “We pulled from everywhere in ‘Homegrown’ as an
introduction to who we are and
the things we’re interested in.”
Currently a team of 17 dedicated members, the group has recently expanded to include a vice
president of finance and a vice president of diversity and inclusion.
“MASH at Ole Miss is so

GRAPHIC COURTESY: MASH MAGAZINE

new,” vice president of design
Kate Hopkins said. “We’re still
working some things out, but
like all new things I’m sure it’ll
continue to grow and change
and get easier over time.”
MASH welcomes new writers at the announcement of each
addition. Students interested
in writing for the magazine are
invited to contact MASH via
email, mashmagolemiss@gmail.
com, or direct message on Instagram. Applications for additional roles have closed for the
fall semester; however, the team
plans to open applications again
in the spring with dates to be
announced on Instagram.
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Sports
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Taylor Radecki gains control of the ball and prepares to clear it down field on Sept. 8..

The art of the long throw: what Taylor Radecki
provides for Ole Miss soccer
IAN SPARKS

thedmsports@gmail.com

The Ole Miss soccer team
has experienced great success
to start this year’s campaign,
registering an undefeated record so far at 7-0-2. The Rebels are ranked ninth overall in
the nation, the highest ever for
the program. As they head into
conference play in one of the
tougher leagues in the country,
defender Taylor Radecki headlines a prolific Ole Miss squad.
Radecki, the senior who
transfered from Florida State,
has made a lasting impact in
her three years in Oxford. In
her first year, she started all
18 matches in a COVID-affected year and played a major part in seven clean sheets
in her sophomore year.
Likewise, she started all
21 matches in her junior year
campaign with six clean sheets
and added seven assists, which
was second on the team in that
category. Along with scoring her first career goal that
year against South Alabama,
Radecki was reaching her potential to be among the best
in the country at her position.
And yet, she still finds
ways to go beyond. So far
this season, Radecki is tied
for first in the country with

seven total assists and in the
top four in assists per game,
with 0.88 per contest. These
numbers become even more
impressive when taking into
account that she primarily
plays center back, as there
is no other defender within
the top 10 in that category.
“For me being a center
back and being at the back
of the field, I’m not really
helping on offense a whole
lot. Being able to get forward
and take the corner kicks and
throw ins and be able to help
my team further in the final
third is important to me because it adds another aspect
to my game,” Radecki said.
Radecki excels at set pieces, specifically long throwins. Long throw-ins can have
the goal scoring threat of a
corner kick but is a move few
players can do. In fact, nearly every time the Rebels are
in the final third and the ball
is out of play, she steps up
to haul it in. This can cause
problems for the opposing
defense, as players might not
quite know how to deal with
these, thus leading to chaos in the box and sometimes
the ball in the back of the net.
This is nothing new for
Radecki, though. Her ability to consistently perform
from this set piece dates

back to before her college
days, when she was just a kid
watching soccer with her dad.
“When I was younger, we
didn’t really notice it at the
time, but you could tell that I
could kind of throw it farther
than everyone else,” Radecki
said. “When me and my dad
would watch college soccer, he
noticed that another girl could
throw it really far and said that
he thought I could do it too.”
Not only is she an exceptional player, Radecki is just
as exceptional if not more
so as a teammate. She and
her fellow Rebels have topnotch chemistry between
them, as evident in their style
of play and the success garnered from that. Additionally, she shared that she has
a particularly strong bond
with a fellow defender and
Florida native on the squad.
“I have a strong bond
with a lot of the girls, but the
most with Syd (Sydney) Michalak. We play center back
and live together so we’re
always with each other.”
Along
with
Michalak, Radecki shares a close
relationship
with
freshman
Maddie
Bishop.
“She is my soccer buddy on the team this year.
She is constantly cheering me on and pushing me

to be better on the field.”
And it seems as if Bishop’s support is paying off, as
Radecki is always looking to
improve and add to her game.
She is akin to a sponge in the
way that she absorbs knowledge of the game and applies
it to her own style as well.
“I like to watch a lot of
different
soccer,
whether
it’s men’s, women’s, professional or college and see
what works for other peo-

ple and try to apply that to
my style of play. If it works,
it works, and if it doesn’t, I
probably won’t try it again.”
Head coach Matt Mott and
the rest of the team will certainly hope that she continues whatever she’s doing, as
she has proved to be a vital
piece to this team. The Rebels continue their hot start
to the season on Sept. 22 in
Oxford, the second of their
many upcoming SEC matches.
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College football pick ‘em: Week 4
DM STAFF REPORT

No. 20 Florida at No. 11 Tennessee: Justice Rose, Opinion Editor

This is the fourth week we’ve
done college football pick’em stories, and we’ve finally gotten to
the point where our sports desk
is burnt out (not really, but just
go with it). So, a few of the editors at the DM have decided to
help them out and boy, there are
some pretty interesting predictions for this weekend’s college
football slate. Will they turn out
to be accurate? Hey, you never
know. After all, it is college football. The possibilities are endless.

Final Score Prediction: Tennessee 32, Florida 21

thedmsports@gmail.com

Tulsa at No. 16 Ole Miss: Violet Jira, Managing Editor
Final
Score
Prediction:
Ole Miss 107, Tulsa 4
The Rebels have been on absolute fire the past three weekends,
dominating Troy in Week 1, Central Arkansas the following week
and Georgia Tech in Atlanta last
week. Moving into Week 4 against
our last non-conference matchup,
we can all look forward to watching this team — that seems to get
stronger with every week — play
with even more skill and precision.
The Rebels will win — but it
won’t be a shutout. It cannot be ignored that the Tulsa Golden Hurricanes are coming off of an impressive win against Jacksonville State,
breaking the Gamecocks’ win
streak 54-17 on Saturday Sept. 17.
Against a team with the number one passing attack in the country, it will be interesting to see how
the Rebel defense holds up. Offensively, if the team plays as they
have for the past three weeks —
especially against a team with just
okay defense like the Golden Hurricanes, then it’s safe to say that
the Rebels are gearing up for a win.
You can take my prediction
with a grain of salt. I mean, until
very recently I thought the line
of scrimmage was painted on
the field before every play. But
if I know nothing else, I’m certain the Rebels will weather the
Golden Hurricanes with ease.

Tennessee’s 3-0 record may
have an asterisk next to it, as
do many teams this early in the
season. They scorched the earth
against two flawed teams in
Ball State and Akron.. Their win
against Pitt is particularly impressive, though. Playing away against
a ranked squad that early is an easy
way to slip up and fall out of College
Football Playoff contention. They
pulled out an overtime nailbiter
after quarterback Hendon Hooker connected with senior receiver
Cedric Tillman to win the game.
The Vols’ receiving core is talented and well fed. Junior Jalin
Hyatt has much more opportunity
and has emerged as a deep threat.
He showed ridiculous breakaway
speed that blew the roof off Akron
last week. The aforementioned
Tillman is building upon his stellar
junior season. He possesses sharp
route running and a large frame
ideal for a primary target. Despite
their game winning connection,
Hooker and Tillman could be more
consistent — more accurate passes
and less drops. An efficiency increase would push the Tennessee
offense past the upper echelon of
college units and into a realm of
its own. The Vols have a chance
to do something special this year.
Florida has dealt with offensive woes to start the season.
Quarterback Anthony Richardson has not thrown a touchdown
through three games and has
thrown four interceptions. Not the
best ratio. At times, Richardson
has made up for his passing struggles with exceptional ball-carrying
ability. Their spread-the-wealth
running attack is viable and
has kept them in games so far.
The Gators had issues stopping the run last week against
an average USF squad. Interestingly, linebacker Ventrell Miller
could return this weekend. His
presence would provide needed
reinforcement in the secondary.
A matchup to watch is the Volunteers’ fast, explosive play re-

ceivers and the Gators ailing
Jalen Kimber. Despite his broken
hand, Kimber caught an interception last week and has shown
ball threat skills. Expect the Volunteers to try to exploit the uncertainties in Florida’s defense.
Tennessee expects to open up
conference play strong. They’ll
string together big plays in Knoxville after a contested first half.
No. 10 Arkansas at No. 23
Texas A&M: Zachary Spooner, Copy Chief
Final Score Prediction: Arkansas 24, Texas A&M 21
This year, it looks like Arkansas will win this matchup
and not just because their number is higher. Texas A&M may
have been decent last year, but
they have already lost to teams
much worse than Arkansas this
year. Ideally for Ole Miss, both
would lose, but since that can’t
happen, I want Arkansas to win.
Every year that we are good
and Arkansas is bad we lose,
so if Arkansas is good, then
Ole Miss actually has a chance
of not throwing five interceptions. So go Arkansas, I guess.

GRAPHIC: LIBBY FLANAGAN / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN

Vanderbilt at No. 2 Alabama:
Hal Fox, News Editor
Final Score Prediction: Alabama 69, Vanderbilt -1
Uh oh. We all know where
this one is headed, folks. In a
match between the most dominant football program of the past
decade, and, well, Vanderbilt, this
Saturday you can expect the No.
2 Crimson Tide to run red with
the blood of head coach Nick Saban’s enemies. Bet on Vanderbilt
if you hate money and love pain.
On a side note, the mascot
for Vanderbilt is the Commodores, which is a type of naval
officer and not a bird of prey as
I had assumed. So in the imaginary world of mascot battles that
we can conjure up for the Vandy
vs. ‘Bama game, it’s a navy officer vs. an elephant. And Rebs, I
gotta say, I just don’t see a dude
in one of those little white hats
with the anchors on them pulling out a win against an elephant.
Allow me to present you
with three elephant facts.
Elephant Fact No. 1: With
many elephant tusks growing up to six feet in length, it’s

simply
infeasi-ble that the
commodore would have adequate time to draw his ceremonial officer sword before being
impaled upon hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of ivory.
Elephant Fact No. 2: Did you
know that elephants have religion?
They’ve been observed before waving branches at the waxing moon
and taking ritual baths together as
a herd under the light of the full
moon. Moon religion. Some studies say the crime rate increases
during the full moon as well. Human crime, not elephant crime.
Elephant Fact No. 3: Vanderbilt can’t take on 11 tons of
enraged African mastodon (loxodonta africana), but your humble news editor has the strength
of 10,000 men. I would win in
a fight, against a real elephant
and the Alabama football team,
and that’s the official statement
from The Daily Mississippian.
Northern Illinois at No. 8
Kentucky: Kharley Redmon,
Arts and Culture Editor
Final Score Prediction: Kentucky 99, Northern Illinois 0
Go cats.

3-0 Rebels match up with Tulsa
ANNA GRACE BOWLING
thedmsports@gmail.com

Ole Miss football kept its
three-game winning streak alive
after completing the first road
game of the season in Atlanta vs.
Georgia Tech last Saturday. After
the Rebels ran through the Yellow Jackets 42-0, they hopped
on the bus to ride back to Oxford
and prepare to face the University of Tulsa this Saturday.
Running back Quinshon
Judkins will most definitely be
a name to remember this season. Judkins is a rookie running
back from Alabama who had a
memorable game against Georgia Tech and was one of three
offensive players who scored a
rushing touchdown in the game.
This was the first time since
October 1979 against Vanderbilt that three Ole Miss rushers
tallied multiple touchdowns.
Judkins ended with 98

yards and two touchdowns on 19
attempts. If Judkins is this comfortable on the road, imagine the
skill he will show on his home
turf on Saturday against Tulsa.
On what he saw from Judkins on the field, head coach
Lane Kiffin said, “And just the
way his mentality, how he kept
working and grinding away. Then
you see it in practice and scrimmages and stuff. … He’s just a
really elite talent and vision.”
As he has in every previous
game this season, running back
Zach Evans continued to dominate the field offensively in Atlanta on Saturday. Evans ended with a total of 134 yards and
two rushing touchdowns, with
115 of those yards being in the
first half of the game. This was
the first multi-touchdown game
of Evans’ career as an Ole Miss
Rebel. There is no doubt Evans will continue to impress Ole
Miss football fans against Tulsa.

“Now our running backs are
hearing how great they are, and
defense and everything,” Kiffin
said about his team’s performance
last Saturday. “You still have to
look at the process of things. … We
have to keep plugging along. These
guys have to learn that because it
doesn’t matter what you did the
week before. That’s why there
are surprises every Saturday.”
Defensively, Ole Miss has
held eight straight opponents to
21 or fewer points. The Rebel defense left Georgia Tech scoreless.
The power on the defensive line
will continue to help the offense
and quarterback, Jaxson Dart.
Kiffin’s main goal this week
is to keep the team focused on
Tulsa leading up to Saturday.
Get your Grove face on because
the Ole Miss Rebels will face the
University of Tulsa Golden Hurricanes on Saturday, Sept. 24, at 3
p.m. CDT in Vaught-Hemingway
Stadium and on SEC Network.
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Column
BRE’ANNA COLEMAN
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EDITOR’S NOTE: The Freshman Experience is a monthly
column that explores what it’s
like to be a freshman student
at the university. Freshmen
are asked a series of questions
related to how their first year
has been thus far. In this column, we talk to Mackenzie
Knighten and Terrell Atkins.
Entering college as a freshman is an exciting time. With
a whole new environment to
see and explore, most students
don’t know where to begin creating experiences and memories.
Some of the biggest questions
are: “How am I going to make
friends?” and “How in the world
am I going to learn this campus?” It was a month in when I
finally realized that I could take a
two-minute shortcut to get to my
class, instead of the 30-minute
walk I had been taking. It’s the
little things like that I wish somebody would have told me earlier.
Mackenzie Knighten is a public policy leadership major from
Sunflower, Miss. She graduated from Mississippi School for
Mathematics and Science. Terrell Atkins is a journalism major
from Amory, Miss. He graduated from Amory High School.
Knighten and Atkins are both
Luckyday Scholars, who live in
Luckyday Residential College.
Why did you choose Ole
Miss?
Knighten:
“(Scholarship)
money was definitely a factor.”
Atkins: “(I chose Ole Miss
because of the scholarship)
money and the fact that Ole
Miss has the best journal-

The freshman experience

ism program in the state.”

How is navigating campus and social life?
Knighten:
“The
hardest
things are navigating people and
finding an inner circle. Coming to
Ole Miss opened my eyes to how
many legacies there are when
it comes down to the campus.
Everyone has a parent or even
both (parents) that have attended Ole Miss and are alumni. As
a Black woman, I am searching
for a sisterhood on campus.”
Atkins: “It’s good so far. I
learn more and more everyday,
whether it’s making friends or
exploring the campus. It’s such
a big space and I meet new
people every single day. It is
so different from high school.
I’m used to knowing everyone since my town is so small.”
How does this experience differ from or compare
to your old home life and
experiences?
Knighten: “Seeing so many
grandparents and parents bring
their children or grandchildren
to orientation was so new to me.
I know people who dropped out
of high school in the last few
months of senior year due to lack
of support within their family.
It is like everyone already has a
head start whereas people from
the Delta don’t have that foundation. Only one of my grandparents went to college, and that
is mainly because she’s white.”
Atkins: “I am able to experience life independently, and
there is also more to experience.
My hometown was so small, so
Oxford is really my chance to
get out and explore life. I hadn’t
even seen Insomnia Cookies before I came to Oxford.”
As a black woman on this

campus, how do you feel about
navigating
the
classroom?
Knighten: “My high school,
the Mississippi School for Mathematics and Science (in Columbus) was truly a change of pace.
I went from attending a school
in the Delta and learning little to
nothing to being challenged academically on topics that I never
heard about before. It can break
your spirit. Now in college my
goal is to build my confidence in
academic endeavors, especially
now, since I have more academic
experience. I’m more prepared.”
Is it at all what you expected?
Knighten: “My sister referred to Ole Miss as the ‘racist school.’ Racially, it isn’t as
bad as what people back home
think, but it also is exactly what
I expected. The feelings of imposter syndrome and expecting no faces to look like mine
were definitely expected. In
my African American studies
classes, I even prepared myself to have all white teachers.”
Atkins: “I’m familiar with
the experiences at a predominantly white institution because
my high school was majority
white. The football culture and
how fraternity guys and sorority
girls act is certainly surprising.
Since I’m new to Ole Miss football experience, the traditions
are slightly different but I’m
getting the hang of it. When it
comes down to racism, I stay
on my toes, prepared just in
case. Racially, it isn’t bad. The
friendliness is kind of weird
since I’m unfamiliar with it.”
Both students commented on the party culture that occurs on campus
and how it affects them in
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the classroom.
Knighten: “I try to focus
on my work, but it is difficult
when my peers spend most of
class discussing parties. Sometimes, I definitely feel like
my life experiences make me
more focused on my work, and
my peers have the luxury of
simply not caring as much.”
Atkins: “I didn’t know Ole
Miss was such an intense party
school. It could be a Tuesday and
drunk girls will be stumbling into
their dorm rooms on a Tuesday

night. It’s kind of funny because
they’ll be in class the next morning hungover and taking notes.”

Any further comments?
Knighten: “Classes are definitely hard for me being a black
woman. When we talk about
history, I have to remain poise
and calm, even though the topics are frustrating. There is also
an obvious gap in the playing
field. My peers are years ahead in
the game and I’m just starting.”
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Self-care isn’t selfish
BRILEY RAKOW

thedmopinion@gmail.com

Traditional American society
is built around work ethic, ambition and paving your own way in
life. The American Dream, right?
This has long led to a decreased
focus on health and self care,
opting instead for longer work
hours and guilty consciences.
Growing up, we are taught
that time spent on yourself
should take the back burner to
furthering your education, working or accomplishing some sort
of task. The United States is tied
for second place in highest depression rates based on nation,
second only to Ukraine, a nation
currently under vicious attack.
Despite the United States being a highly developed nation, it
ranks in the lower half among the
other most developed countries
in availability of mental health
professionals such as social workers, nurses and psychiatrists.
Likewise, primary care practices

in the U.S. are among the least
likely out of the developed world
to be equipped to deal with a
mental health crisis. This limited availability of resources has
led to the cost of access to mental
health professionals being more
expensive than many can afford.
For a nation that prides itself
on being the best in the world,
there are certainly a significant
number of people with mental health issues. Nearly 20% of
American adults, equivalent to
around 50 million people, experience mental illness. Mississippi
ranks in the bottom half of states
when measuring the prevalence
of mental illness in both teens
and adults. These staggering statistics beg one question: why?
Without adequate access to
mental healthcare, it is easy to see
why such a focus on self-care or
spending time focused on things
that bring you joy has taken
shape in recent years, particularly
among the younger population.
This behavior is often regarded as

selfish or a waste of time, which
explains why only 6.6% of adults
over age 25 in America report engaging in healthy self-care every
day. A mindset change must occur in America if we want greater, widespread well-being. When
people are made to feel like selfcare or “me time” is negative, they
will engage in it less. In turn, they
are also likely to feel guilty about
taking that time for themselves.
America is regarded by many
as the greatest country in the
world, but we can’t possibly hold
this title if we continue to shame
people for taking care of themselves. Surveys have shown that
as many as 4 in 5 people wish
they had more time for self-care,
but cite that they don’t have
enough time for these activities.
What’s missing from our selfcare routine is awareness. A few
minutes a day will help relax and
relieve a stressed brain. Simple
tasks like taking time to stretch
or journal can positively impact
mental health while requiring

little time. Your mental health
is tied with your physical health,
too. They can positively and
negatively impact one another.
A combination of working out,
diet changes and any number of
low-intensity mental activities can
work wonders for a state of mind.
No matter how busy life
gets, no one can expect to be a
healthy and productive person
without taking time to unwind
for themselves. Self-care should
be encouraged as a part of everyday life. People shouldn’t feel
guilty if they aren’t dedicating
their lives to work or school.
The mental health crisis in
America is real, and if we hope
to remain worthy of the title
of global superpower, we need
to spend more time focusing
on providing access and information to our inhabitants.
Briley Rakow is a junior majoring in integrated marketing and communications from Lemont, Ill.
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